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The 90-degree days expected over the Memorial Day weekend
could be the exclamation point on a month that has proved
abnormally warm. Is this a sign of things to come?

A MAY TO REMEMBER

Senate
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3 are now dead
because of man’s
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The plan to tax banks
differently — proposed by
Gov. John Kasich and modified by the Ohio House —
now rests in the Senate.
It could be there awhile.
Republican Sen.
 Education
Keith Faber
overhaul on
of Celina, the
hold B1
No. 2 leader
in that body,
said he is “not optimistic”
for action on Kasich’s new
financial-institutions tax
before the GOP-controlled
Senate goes on hiatus in
June.
There are several reasons
for the delay. Faber said one
issue is time — more precisely, that the Senate has
time to deal with this issue
and not as much for other
pieces of complex legislation.
The proposed bank tax,

MARION, Ohio — Greg
Grammer drank a few
beers at the Frosty Mug
tavern one night last summer, hopped on his Harley-Davidson with his
girlfriend and drove away.
No one disputes that.
Then he crashed into
the back of a pickup truck
that was slowing down at a
Marion intersection. Scarlett Manning was thrown

See TAX PLAN Page A4
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Sullivan Mayfield, 4, plays in what’s sure to be a popular spot this weekend — the fountain at North Bank Park,
Downtown. Some suburban pools open Saturday, but Columbus pools don’t open until next month.

Bills boost
job hopes
of former
offenders
By Alan Johnson
THE COLUMBUS DISPATCH

Ohioans with criminal
records will find it easier to
get jobs, become licensed
in construction trades and
get a driver’s
 Lawmakers license unOK new gam- der legislabling bill B1 tion passed
yesterday by
both houses
of the General Assembly.
Gov. John Kasich will sign
the “collateral sanctions”
bill when it reaches his
desk, spokesman Rob
Nichols said.
“Relief and redemption
are on the way,” one exoffender support group
proclaimed after the votes.
The new law will affect

By Randy Ludlow | THE COLUMBUS DISPATCH

he oppressive heat on tap won’t come exclusively from tending the hamburgers
and hot dogs on the grill during Memorial
Day weekend cookouts. It’s going to be a
hot three-day weekend as the Columbus
area is forecast to surpass the 90-degree
mark for the first time in more than eight months.
The heat is courtesy of a high-pressure system that
has settled over the southeastern United States,
pumping a flow of warm air into the Midwest, according to the National Weather Service.

T

May temperatures
The average temperature in Columbus this month has been
nearly 6 degrees above normal.
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Greg Grammer will
lose his license,
and a judge sentenced him to six
years in prison,
with three years of
it mandatory.

After hitting an expected 86 degrees today, highs are expected to
reach 90 on Saturday, 92 on Sunday
and 91 on Monday under sunny
skies. Normal highs in late May are
in the mid-70s.
A cold front is on the way to extinguish the heat beginning on
Tuesday, dropping the high to 83
degrees with a chance of showers
and thunderstorms. Wednesday will
see a more-seasonable high of 78
degrees.
May is ending on the same warmand-dry note that has dominated
the month. The average temperature has been nearly 6 degrees
above normal, and Columbus has
received only 2.22 inches of rain,
about 1.3 inches below normal.
Long-range weather forecasters
predict a typical summer. The Climate Prediction Center expects
June, July and August to bring typical rainfall and normal to slightly
above-normal temperatures for
much of the Midwest, including
Ohio.
Until the cold front arrives on
Tuesday, toasty central Ohio residents should take common-sense
precautions to beat the heat and
avoid heat-related illnesses:

from the motorcycle and
died two days later.
Grammer was charged
with drunken driving and
aggravated vehicular homicide, a second-degree
felony. He pleaded guilty
in April.
A judge sent Grammer
to prison yesterday. Prison
time was mandatory because Grammer had killed
before.
In February 2002, he was
driving home from a job
site in Columbus in midafternoon when his Ford
Ranger pickup careered
across four lanes of traffic
and the median on Rt. 23
in Delaware County and
struck a Dodge Stratus
head-on. Killed were 44year-old Cynthia Allensworth and her fiance,
44-year-old Donald Elam,
both of Vinton County.
Records indicate that
Grammer hadn’t been

See MAY Page A4

See DRIVING Page A4

Sources: National Weather Service; AccuWeather

See OFFENDERS Page A4
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Program helps nurture young lives
Scotts, founder’s family
invest millions to guide
students toward college
By Amy Saunders
THE COLUMBUS DISPATCH

More than the promise of free
college tuition, the students remember the ice cream.
That’s what seemed important in
the third grade.
Most didn’t know what college
required, what it cost, why it mattered so much to the excited adults
who had gathered them for an announcement — and ice-cream social
— at Trevitt Elementary School on
the Near East Side.
Many hadn’t even known anyone

COURTNEY HERGESHEIMER
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Latasha Slate thought she would be
kicked out of the Miracle-Gro Capital
Scholars program when she became
pregnant with her daughter. But counselors helped her, and she’s at Wright
State University now, hoping to provide
a better future for 2-year-old Latisha.

who went to college. But they would
get there, the students were told, as
long as they maintained good grades
and attended after-school programs
all the way through high school.
So began the ambitious MiracleGro Capital Scholars program —
launched 10 years ago by Scotts Miracle-Gro Co. and the Hagedorn Family
Foundation — which is now coming
to fruition.
Since 2002, the Marysville company
and the charity of the Miracle-Gro
founder have invested millions in the
students, paying for staff members,
programming and trips to family
properties in Vermont and New York
City.
Along the way, advisers helped with
life as much as academics, counseling
See PROGRAM Page A6
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“I was blown away,” said Katrina Andrews, 39, of the East Side. “Another man
is putting his hard-earned money on some kids that he doesn’t know?”
PROGRAM
FROM PAGE A1
students who struggled with
pressure from low-income
neighborhoods, deaths in the
family, an unplanned pregnancy and more. Many of
them dropped out of the
program, as early as the
fourth grade and as late as
the senior year of high
school.
Additional challenges are
only beginning, with the
41 students in the program
finishing their first years at
13 Ohio universities and
post-secondary schools.
In some respects, though,
they’ve already achieved
success.
“Without the program, I
know less than half would be
in college,” said Rick Davis,
one of two full-time retention
specialists for Miracle-Gro
Capital Scholars.
“We never let them think
they wouldn’t go.”
FRED SQUILLANTE
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The program’s origins
The Hagedorns initially
chose one scholarship recipient: a boy raised by a single
mother in a disadvantaged
neighborhood on Long Island, N.Y.
With this third-grader, they
would act on their philosophy that, like gardens, communities end up depleted if
not replenished.
On his first day at an elite
private school in 1985, the
student beat up another kid.
Four years later, he dropped
out.
What disadvantaged students needed, the Hagedorns
realized, was much more
complex than a check for
tuition.
In 1995, the family and the
company started a widerreaching program with tutoring and recreational activities
for 50 fifth-graders at Brooklyn’s P.S. 124. The students
would receive college scholarships if they fulfilled requirements.
When those students entered college, Scotts MiracleGro and the Hagedorns replicated the idea at Trevitt Elementary, selecting the nearby
nonprofit Neighborhood
House to administer the
program out of a Near East
Side church basement.
Three full-time staff members were hired, with Scotts
Miracle-Gro Chairman and
CEO Jim Hagedorn and his
sister, Sue, representing the
family during regular meetings and visits.
(Scotts and the family say
they have spent “several
million dollars” on the two
programs but would not
specify the amount.)
Initially offering a safe
place to do homework and
play after school, Miracle-Gro
Capital Scholars required
good behavior and a
2.5 grade-point average (later
reduced to 2.0), plus attendance at after-school programs four days a week and a
parent commitment of
12 hours annually.
About 20 students left
within a year, some because
of moves to other areas. But
some simply dropped out,
their families unable to grasp
the importance of the opportunity.
“We were totally shocked,”
said Gerlinde Higginbotham,
the other full-time program
specialist. “We knew the
value of education, so we
thought everyone would.”
Of the original 50 Trevitt
students, only five remain —
the rest replaced through the
years.
Dashawn Rogers was
among the students who had
plenty of concerns more
immediate than college.
The youngest of nine siblings, he spent much of his
first four years in the hospital
after suffering severe grease
burns as a baby. His parents
were often drinking; two
brothers were incarcerated.
Rogers dropped out of the
program in the fourth grade,
unable to focus on school, let
alone college. At Trevitt, he
was suspended at least
15 times for mouthing off and
fighting, once sent home
even before the first bell rang.
He would later recommit
to the program, realizing that
he wanted off the path set by
friends and family members.
Of about 20 friends from
his neighborhood, he can
think of only one enrolled in
college; many of the rest are
drug users.
Some dropouts still found

ABOVE: Gerlinde Higginbotham, one of two fulltime specialists with the
Miracle-Gro Capital Scholars program, hugs Angel
Lacy, left, one of the program’s participants.
LEFT: Shayla Martin, left,
and Angel Lacy are two of
the 41 members of the
program who were accepted to colleges. They’re
speaking with Higginbotham at Ohio State’s
Ohio Union.
BELOW: Dashawn Rogers
left the program in fourth
grade but recommitted to
it. If not for the program,
“I’d be out in the streets …
or in jail,” he said. “Or
worse.”
FRED SQUILLANTE
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a way to college without the
program, but Rogers knows
he wouldn’t have made it
there without the academic
and personal support.
“I’d be out in the streets
somewhere doing something
I wasn’t supposed to be doing
— or in jail,” he said. “Or
worse.”

Recruiting efforts
Even as she worked two
jobs, Katrina Andrews worried that she couldn’t give her
daughter a better life by sorting mail and answering customer-service calls.
The problem of funding
her daughter’s college education, the single mother
thought, could be solved only
in God’s hands.
Her prayer was unexpectedly answered when a teacher told Somalia — then in the
sixth grade at Columbus
Africentric Early College — of
a chance to receive a scholarship to any public university
in Ohio.
Andrews, skeptical at first,
feared that the program was a
scam.
“I was blown away,” said
Andrews, 39, of the East Side.
“Another man is putting his
hard-earned money on some
kids that he doesn’t know?
“He’s basically making a
gamble on who will succeed
and who won’t succeed.”
That had essentially been
the case at Trevitt, where the
number of program dropouts
mounted. In hindsight, advisers admit some naivete in
expecting that third-graders
could appreciate an opportunity a decade away.
“They can’t think so abstractly that they can say, ‘I
better study for my spelling
test so I can go to Ohio State
when I’m 18,’ ” said Sue
Hagedorn, chairwoman of
the Hagedorn Family Foundation. “It doesn’t work like
that.”
Retention improved once
the program was expanded
beyond Trevitt, with applications accepted from Columbus City Schools students
whose household income
was low enough to qualify for
free or reduced-price lunches.
Buses spanned the city to
pick up participants after
school and take them to COSI
Columbus, where the program moved in 2005 to take
advantage of the space and
educational opportunities.
Four days a week, advisers
planned programs about
study habits and test taking
but also about dating and
peer pressure. Scotts employees volunteered as tutors;

SHARI LEWIS

that she wanted an abortion,
Slate had slipped into denial,
believing everyone would
assume she had gained
weight.
But the truth was evident
to then-program director
Tifani Kendrick, who approached her asking only,
“Um, are you … ?”
guest speakers discussed
The 15-year-old burst into
careers, personal finance and tears, expecting to be kicked
etiquette.
out of the program that day
As students entered high
in 2009 and lose her chance
school, they began visiting
at attending college.
almost every public uniInstead, she got a hug.
versity in Ohio, sometimes
“Why didn’t you tell me?”
staying in hotels overnight.
Kendrick asked gently. “We
During summers, Scotts
could have helped you.”
hired them for paid internFor participants such as
ships in marketing, human
Slate, the support provided
resources and other departby Miracle-Gro Capital Scholments.
ars extended far beyond
With the program support academics. With advisers,
and her mother’s encourage- students discussed their lives
ment, Somalia Andrews
and relationships both durgraduated as president and
ing program meetings and at
salutatorian of her class.
odd times of night, when the
Upon enrolling at the Unikids had no one else to call.
versity of Cincinnati in SepSlate joined the program in
tember, she already had
the sixth grade as a good
earned a year’s worth of colstudent on track to become
lege credits after taking
the first in her family to go to
courses at Columbus State
college. Her father, a custoCommunity College.
dian, had dropped out of
Although her mother at
high school; her mother,
times struggled to pay the
caught up in drugs, left the
bills, the idea of a better
family when Latasha was
future had been instilled in
young.
Somalia, an only child.
But life changed just before
“I always knew I was going high school, when Latasha’s
to college,” she said. “I had
twin ran away from their
that in my mind for I don’t
Near East Side home. Lonely
even know how long.”
without her sister, Latasha
turned to a boyfriend and, by
Personal support
her sophomore year at
Beechcroft High School, was
As they waited outside
expecting a daughter.
COSI for the van to their
After Latisha was born,
summer internships, the
Slate was soon skipping class,
students whispered about
Latasha Slate, how noticeable struggling to find a babysitter
and overwhelmed at home.
her belly looked in her fitted
The baby had led to a breakwhite sweater.
Too afraid to tell her father up with the boyfriend and a

For more on the
Miracle-Gro Capital Scholars program, watch Dispatch reporter Amy Saunders on
WBNS-10TV between 6:30 and 7
this morning, or go to 10TV.com.
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conflict with her father (since
repaired), who, when he
learned of her pregnancy,
yelled that her life was over.
Program advisers pushed
Slate to focus on academics,
even if doing so meant they
had to show up at her house
to drive her to school.
“There were days I would
say, ‘You’re going,’ ” Higginbotham said. “‘If I have to
pull you with me, you’re
going. You’re graduating.’”
Meanwhile, Dashawn
Rogers, who had rejoined the
program in middle school
after withdrawing in the
fourth grade, was at risk of
dropping out a second time.
As he grew older, he began
to realize that he was headed
for the kind of trouble that
others in his family had
faced. While Rogers attended
Africentric, one of his brothers was left partially paralyzed in a stabbing and a
cousin was shot dead on the
street — both incidents that
stemmed from drug deals.
“The life I was living, I just

looked at it like, I’m not gonna make it doing the things I
was doing,” Rogers said.
He became active in a
church and focused more on
academics, improving his
grades and joining a school
engineering club.
But during his senior year
of high school, he felt like
giving up when his closest
brother was hospitalized
from complications of a heart
condition. He stopped doing
homework and spent much
of his time in class staring out
the window.
The program staff helped
him to keep working toward
graduation and to consider
his brother, a drug user who
had encouraged Rogers to
stay on the right track, as
motivation for finishing
school.
Just before his brother,
Travis, died, Rogers held his
hand and whispered in his
ear that he would go to college in his honor.
Rogers and the other
40 students graduated from
14 schools last year, many on
the same day, with the staff
members there for every
commencement, every graduation party.
“I don’t see them as just a
group of students that I work
with,” Davis said. “It’s family.”

The future
Although the original program in Brooklyn ended at
high-school graduation,
Davis and Higginbotham will
continue to track the Columbus students throughout
college — calling them weekly and meeting with them
monthly, talking with their
parents and tutors, helping
with papers and tests.
The Columbus program
already represents an improvement over the effort in
Brooklyn, where 34 of 50
students enrolled in college
and about two-thirds then
graduated.
In Columbus, all 41 participants were accepted to college — some with outside
scholarships to private
schools, including Denison
and Otterbein universities,
and others to culinary school
and Columbus State.
Although the academic
year hasn’t yet concluded for
some students, the staff estimates the group’s gradepoint average at 2.5.
Several students are expected to lose their scholarships because of grades and,
although they can later reapply, advisers acknowledge
that some value the opportunity more than others.
“I’ll be realistic and say
we’re not going to have
100 percent graduation,”
Davis said. “It’s not for everyone.”
But without the program,
eventual graduates might
have had more-limited ideas
about what their futures
could hold, Jim Hagedorn
said. Now, their majors include nursing, psychology
and engineering.
Slate, who two years ago
was struggling to attend high
school, is enrolled at Wright
State University, where she’s
majoring in social work with
hopes of providing a strong
family for Latisha, now 2.
Instead of following his
brothers to the streets, Rogers
is studying computer technology at Columbus State
and wants to eventually
transfer to Ohio State.
“These are not kids who
are lost and don’t think they
can succeed,” Jim Hagedorn
said. “Whether they do or not
is the same issue as any kid
who has opportunity — they
don’t always fulfill their
promise.
“But these kids believe in
themselves, and they believe
the world isn’t against them.”
asaunders@dispatch.com
@amyksaunders

